Brodd and Jonathan l. Reed. p. cm. -(Society of Biblical literature writings from the greco-roman world supplement series ; v. 5) includes bibliographical references and index. iSBn 978-1-58983-612-9 (paper binding : alk. paper) -iSBn 978-1-58983-613-6 (electronic format) 1. Rome-Religion. 2. emperor worship-Rome. 3. Church history-primitive and early church, ca. 30-600. i. Brodd, Jeffrey. ii. Reed, Jonathan l. Bl805. R66 2011 292.1'721-dc23 2011034302 printed on acid-free, recycled paper conforming to anSi/niSo Z39. 48-1992 (R1997) The catalyst for the dialogue was Karl galinsky, Floyd Cailloux Centennial professor of Classics at the university of texas and recipient of the max planck Research award for studies of history and memory. He initiated the cross-disciplinary conversation in Boston with a paper titled The Roman Cult of the Emperor: Uniter or Divider? Respondents at that session and subsequently in Rome focused on theory, method, archaeology, epigraphy, and art as they relate to the study of the imperial cult. Finally, at new orleans, most of the papers focused specifically on the relationship of early Christianity and Judaism to the imperial cult. professor galinsky's second paper, In the Shadow (or not) of the Imperial Cult: A Cooperative Agenda, together with responses, served to conclude the series. along with being both catalyst and closer, Karl galinsky brought to the dialogue an extraordinary depth and breadth of learning with regard to the imperial cult. a leading authority on imperial Rome, he is author of princeton university press's Augustan Culture, a landmark synthesis and interpretation of augustus's rule based on literary, artistic, and archaeological evidence; he edited The Cambridge Companion to the Age of Augustus (2005) ; and his biography of augustus is about to be published by Cambridge university press. a university distinguished teaching professor, professor galinsky has directed several national endowment for the Humanities Summer Seminars at the american academy in Rome on the topic of Roman religion and culture, which have also included and profoundly influenced several SBl members over the years.
The goal of this project was to bring together classicists, biblical and religious scholars, historians, and archaeologists to discuss the study of religions in a Roman context, using as a focal point the imperial cult. This topic has been especially prominent of late in new testament studies, fueled in large measure by the prolific writings of Richard Horsley and under the influence of John dominic Crossan. Behind this intense interest in the Roman imperial cult are trends in both academia and realities in geopolitics. among them are the impact of postcolonial studies, debates over the "new paul, " the recognition of the interconnectedness of religion and politics, and the serious treatment of archaeological and art historical evidence. yet even as interest in the imperial cult is resurrected after adolf deissmann's Licht vom Osten from over a century ago, we wonder about excesses or mischaracterizations of the phenomenon among new testament scholars, and more specifically about what happens when the imperial cult is examined not exclusively and over against the pauline Christ cult, but within the broader context of Roman religion, the study of ancient mediterranean culture and society generally, and the rise of Christianity in its Roman context over the long haul.
one of the main themes emerging from this dialogue involves the diversity of the imperial cult (prompting some participants to prefer the plural "imperial cults"). as Karl galinsky points out in his opening paper, this diversity is easily-and too oftentimes-missed: "it is inevitable that in this nascent atmosphere of contextualizing the new testament with the Roman empire the latter in particular often comes across as more monolithic and undifferentiated than it was in actuality. This in part due to one impetus behind the new interpretive direction, that is to mark out the gospels and paul's letters as anti-imperial, if not anticolonial, because today 'empire' has the predominant connotations of oppression, injustice, and colonialism. empire, ipso facto, is evil empire…" (p. 2).
This theme of diversity sets the stage for the volume's wide-ranging treatment of issues and interrelated themes. attending to a variety of spatial locales (e.g. Corinth, athens, pergamum, galilee), to a rich array of Jewish and Christian phenomena, and to pertinent theoretical and methodological concerns, the authors explore a spectrum of aspects radiating outward from the central connecting phenomenon of imperial cult, while looking across disciplines. most of the papers in this volume interact with one another, and retain aspects of their presentation in oral form. in other words, this print rendition remains essentially a dialogue, a dialogue that the reader is invited to join.
